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Sweet Music
The Defence Forces Mass Bands Concert took
place in the Cork City Concert Hall on February
29th. A combined ensemble of musicians from
the Defence Forces Brass & Pipe Bands entertained a packed house with a variety of popular
Irish and military tunes. This year’s concert had
50 years of peacekeeping as its theme. Pictured
at a pre-concert reception in Collins Bks, Cork,
with members of the Band of 1 S Bde are (l-r): Mr
Denis Sweeney (Ford Ireland), Col Dominic
Timpson (EO 1 S Bde), Brig Gen Pat Hayes (GOC
1 S Bde), Mr Eddie Murphy (MD Ford) and Lt Col
Brendan Power (D DFSM). Photo by Sgt Barry
McCarthy (HQ 1 S Bde).

From
Baldonnel
with Love
During a ministerial visit to Bosnia
in February Cpl Leona Walsh, an
Air Corps flight steward on the
government jet, managed a surprise visit to her husband, CQMS
Brian Cronin, who is serving with
EUFOR at Camp Butmir. Photo
courtesy of Maxwell Photography.

In
the
Navy
Sharp Shooter
Pictured on the occasion of his retirement after 42 years service is Comdt Michael Doyle
(31 LSB) from Bandon on his last day on Kilworth Ranges. He received a Lee-Enfield Rifle
from his former Sp Coy 34 Res Inf Bn colleagues. Michael represented his unit many times
both in individual and team All-Army Shooting Competitions. Also pictured (l/r) are: Sgts
Denis Kelleher, Denis O’Donovan, Coy Sgt Paddy Galvin, Comdt Richard Kingston OC Sp
Coy), Comdt Michael Doyle, Sgt Robert Farressy and Lt Ray O’Cinnede. Photo by Denis
Boyle of Boyle Photography.

Taking You a
Stage Further…
Coy Sgt Ger O’Connor’s (54 Res Arty Regt) photo
shows instructors and students of the 4 W Bde Method
of Instruction (MoI) course held in March in Columb
Bks, Mullingar. Pictured are (standing l-r): Coy Sgt
O’Connor (instr), Cpl J Lardner (54 Res Arty Regt),Cpl
Blake (51 Res Inf Bn), Cpl M Kelly (54 Res MP Coy), Sgt
J Fahy, Coy Sgt J Roache, Cpl R Fitzpatrick, Cpl Hunter
(all 56 Res Inf Bn), Cpl R Rochfort (51 Res Inf Bn), Cpl T
Hynes (4 W BTC), Sgt J Toland (56 Res Inf Bn), CQMS
B Carr (54 Res Arty Regt) and Pte L Diskin (4 W BTC).
Seated (l-r): Capt F Duggan (instr, 54 Res Arty Regt),
Capt P Smith (instr, 56 Res Inf Bn), Comdt J Diskin
(OiC Cse, 4 W BTC), Comdt J Brennan (Chief Instr, 4
Res LSB) and 2/Lt J Gilvarry (instr, 51 Res Inf Bn).
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All the Best

On Parade
Helping
People Help
Themselves

Armn Billy Galligan’s photo shows His Excellency Mr Ricardo V Luna of Peru
escorted by Lt Kevin O’Rilly inspecting a guard of honour comprising troops
from the DFTC at Áras an Uachtaráin in February. Sgt JJ Ryan
(HQ DFTC) holds the end of the line.

Good luck to Sgt Aodh O’Donnell (6 Inf
Bn) who recently retired from the
Defence Forces. Comdt Tom McGrath
(OC HQ Coy 6 Inf Bn) is shown here
presenting Sgt O’Donnell with a
memento on the occasion of his retirement. Photo by Cpl Amanda Connolly
(HQ 4 W Bde).

NEWS UPDAATE

te…
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Lt Col Michael Smyth (OC 4 Fd
Arty Regt) is shown here presenting Col Seán Kilbride (EO 4 W Bde)
with a cheque for the Defence
Forces Benevolent Fund.
Also pictured are RQMS Pat
Grimes and Sgt Maj Noel
O’Callaghan.

Salute
On September 7th in the National Concert Hall,
Dublin, a concert entitled ‘Salute’ will celebrate
50 years of service by the Defence Forces with the
United Nations. Internationally renowned artist
Phil Coulter and his orchestra, with special guest
Geraldine Branagan, will play at the concert.
Geraldine herself is a UNIFIL veteran, having
entertained Irish troops in South Lebanon in
1980 and 1981. Tickets prices range from €20 to
€50 and are available from the National Concert
Hall.
Cpl Paul O’Neill’s photo shows (l-r) Phil Coulter,
Geraldine Branagan, Maj Gen Vincent Savino
(President IUNVA) and Brig Gen Chris Moore (A
COS Sp) at the UN memorial at IUNVA House,
Arbour Hill.

Bookworms
Library Ireland Week (March 3rd to 9th) was officially launched in the
Limerick Institute of Technology by local TD and Minister for Defence,
Mr Willie O’Dea. Staff from the Defence Forces Library and Information
Centre, DFTC were present and spoke at the launch.
Pictured are (l-r): Sgt Thomas McCormack, Dr Maria Hinfelaar (Dir
LIT), Mr Willie O’Dea TD, Comdt Patrick Graham, and Gerald
Cavanagh (Librarian LIT).

Top Marks
Congratulations to Lt Cdr Pat Burke
(Legal Offr NHQ) who was recently
presented with the Lt Gen Tadhg
O’Neill Sword for the Best Military
Student on the 63rd C&S Course.
Also pictured is Chief of Staff, Lt
Gen Dermot Earley, who presented
the sword to Lt Cdr Burke.

Fit to Fight
Sgt Maj Noel O’Callaghan (4 Fd Arty Regt, pictured extreme right) sent in this photograph
of his unit’s soccer team who played against their sister artillery unit, 1 Fd Arty Regt in
February.
Sgt Maj O’Callaghan and Sgt Michael Devaney (team manager and coach) are keen to
promote soccer as a means of keeping fit and the Mullingar-based unit would like to
arrange games against other teams from around the Defence Forces. Also pictured (left) is
Lt Col Michael Smyth (OC 4 Fd Arty Regt).
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Ministerial
visit to Bosnia
In early March, the Minister for Defence, Mr Willie
O’Dea TD accompanied by Mr Michael Howard (Sec
Gen DOD) and Lt Gen Dermot Earley (COS) made a
three-day visit to Irish troops serving with EUFOR in
Bosnia. While there they were briefed on the contribution being made by the Defence Forces and saw at
first hand the work Irish soldiers do on a day-to-day
basis in helping the people of Bosnia get on with their
lives in a peaceful and secure environment. Maxwell
Photography have kindly allowed us to publish a
selection of photographs from the visit.

An Irish Guard render honours to the Minister
on his arrival in Camp Butmir.

The Minister and Chief of Staff with the Irish MP contingent serving with EUFOR. They are
(l/r): Sgt Maj Peter O’Rourke, Sgts Ken Fairbanks, Cathal Quirke, Lt Gen Dermot Earley, Mr
Willie O’Dea TD, Cpls Frances Flood, Thomas O’Toole and Paddy Power.

During his visit to HQ EUFOR in Camp Butmir, the Minister met
up with two Limerick soldiers serving in Bosnia. Pictured with the
Minister are CQ Aidan Burke and Capt Joe Mullins.
Below: Sgt Maj Mark Fitzsimons, serving as NCO i/c Irish
Verification Teams briefs the Minister and visiting party on
the role his teams plays in checking the
numerous vehicle and weapons depots
scattered throughout Bosnia.

Below: Coy Sgt
John Galvin with
the Minister for
Defence and the
Chief of Staff.

The Minister and the Chief of Staff seen here inspecting
T-55 Tanks held in storage and checked regularly by Irish
Verification Teams.
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St Patrick’s Day in KFOR

NEWS UPDATE
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For Defence Forces troops serving abroad, St Patrick’s Day is an opportunity to relax just a little
and celebrate being Irish. Traditionally it involves a medal parade, where first timers receive
their peacekeeping medal. For the Irish troops serving in Kosovo with KFOR, after the parade
and a short reception it was back to work. Armn Jeff Healy (Air Corps Photo Sec) and Cpl
Amy Hopkins (37 Inf Gp) sent in a selection of photographs from Camp Clarke during the
St Patrick’s Day celebration.

The Irish KFOR Contingent present arms during the
St Patrick’s Day Medal parade.

Right: Brig Gen Pat Hayes is seen
here being briefed at OP Mara, a
strategic position with commanding views off Kosovo.

Left: Brig Gen Gerry
Hegarty (Comd MNTF C) cuts
the cake during the St Patrick’s
Day celebrations. Also pictured are
Brig Gen Pat Hayes (GOC 1 S Bde),
who was visiting troops from his
brigade serving with KFOR and Chef
Sgt John O’Regan.
In February, the
Irish Engineers
bases in Camp
Clarke helped to
rebuild a local
bridge. The team
included (l/r): Pte
Cathal Chambers,
Sgt Finbar
O’Sullivan, Pte
Shane Barry, Cpl
Paul McCoy and
Pte Paul Clear.

A pipes and drums band played at the parade in Camp Clarke. They included (l/r):
Ptes Alan Daly (LBC), Caitríona McCaughley (4 Inf Bn), Sgt Derek Bolger (DFSM),
Ptes Fergus Kennedy, Olan McCarthy (both 4 Inf Bn) and Anthony Kelly (DFSM).

Brig Gen Gerry Hegarty (Comd MNTF C)
presents Sgt Gary Moloney with his peacekeeping medal.
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An Cosantóir:What challenges are you facing as Operational Commander with the EUFOR
Chad/CAR mission?
Lt Gen Nash: The first challenge facing me,
in addition of course to launching the mission is to
internationalise the mission. We have to ensure it is
not seen on the ground as purely a French mission.
This is a little more difficult than it sounds, simply
because of the logistical problems we face. In order
to get the mission up and running we have had to
make use of the existing French assets on the
ground, such as camps for the troops. I have just
received the budget for the mission and we are only
at the contract stage of acquiring our own assets.
We are, however, beginning to move on to the next
phase. Our operational headquarters is up and run-

In January Sgt Willie Braine
travelled to Paris to meet Lt Gen
Pat Nash and his staff shortly
after he took up his role as
Operational Commander of the
EUFOR Chad/CAR mission.
Lt Gen Nash briefing Mr Willie
O’Dea TD and Lt Gen Dermot
Earley on his plans for the Chad
deployment.

ning, although our force headquarters is still split at
the moment between Abéché and N’Djamena. Part of
the FHQ is currently on the ground and the remainder
is in the process of deploying.
An Cosantóir: So, what happens then?
Lt Gen Nash: When the full mission gets
going there will be a settling in period, during which
I’m sure some things will go against us and other
things will go for us. It will be a period of retrenchment that I think will last until the end of the rainy season in October. From then until March of next year,
will hopefully be where we get the ‘effects’ period.
We’re currently looking at the 15th of March for initial operational capability. At the moment we are
expecting our Irish ARW people in February and we’re
also expecting around that time to have a recce party
of Irish and Polish engineers going back out to site
and to establish their camps. I will be driving to have
the Advanced Party of the Irish troops out in April,
with May being a the key month for the full Irish
deployment.

OVERSEAS
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An Cosantóir: Is it difficult to co-ordinate all
of the various aspects of the deployment?
Lt Gen Nash: Regarding the synchronisation
of the mission deployment you firstly need to be
aware of the situation on the ground. When it comes
to construction there is nothing in Chad or CAR
(Central African Republic); there isn’t as much as a
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load of timber that you can use. Everything has to be
imported. At the moment we are working on the airports in Abéché and N’Djamena. We have to extend
the runways and build parking spaces for aircraft and
vehicles: we have to build everything that’s needed.
The money that’s going into this is phenomenal. I
signed one large contract recently for vital development works in one airport. And it doesn’t stop there.
We couldn’t source one bag of cement in Central
Africa and had to purchase cement in Portugal and
getting it transported out here to do the work. That
will tell you the type of problems we’re facing.
And there are no existing buildings that we can
use. It’s not like the Balkans where there were old
schools or factories that our engineers could convert
for our purposes; where there was sewerage and
plumbing and water at one time that our engineers
could restore within a week or two to make the places
habitable. Everywhere here, where we need to set up,
we are working with a brown field site.
I have another group of contracts coming in to me
tomorrow for signing and they’re all each literally in
the millions.
An Cosantóir: How is the Irish contribution
to the mission shaping up so far?
Lt Gen Nash: I would like to stress the professionalism of our Defence Forces personnel; they are
outstanding. Everyone, from all ranks, that has come

Right:
The Irish staff at HQ EUFOR
Tchad in Paris.

out to Op HQ from home to work or for a conference
has known what they were talking about and displayed
great professionalism. Also from the point of view of
our country as a whole I can say that the policies from
the top down, from the Government, the Department
of Foreign Affairs, the Department of Defence, to the
Defence Forces, are cohesive. That has been a
tremendous benefit to me: that everyone talks the
same language. Also, once I was appointed
Operational Commander I received absolute and total
support from everyone across the board from the
President to individual members of the general public.
I think this shows the professional character of the
whole country. A lot of people may be complaining
about problems at home, and indeed we may have
problems, like everybody else, but by God when it
comes to getting things done overseas there are none
better. In my opinion it also demonstrates changes in
recent years. I don’t think the Department of Defence
would have been up to this job 10 years ago and certainly the Defence Forces wouldn’t have been up to it.
An Cosantóir: What do you put those
changes down to?
Lt Gen Nash: Military education is hugely
important and the differences that have been brought
about through the DFRIP and the White Paper are

10
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shown in the calibre of people coming through the
system now, at all ranks. Good military education
allied to the most up-to-date doctrine available
worldwide is the key to a successful modern military
outfit. If you add to that the natural Irish flexibility of
mind and approach, and attitude, and it makes us topclass and able to fit in anywhere. Some of our people
came out here in specific appointments and then
migrated to others as the need arose. There were
some who had no background in ‘logistics’ and they
are now virtually running the show.
An Cosantóir: Is there a message for the
Defence Forces in this?
Lt Gen Nash: With their innate qualities, if
our soldiers are willing to prepare themselves, do the
right courses, overseas if necessary, and get the best
military education available to them, there is a place
for Irish soldiers of all ranks in major operational
headquarters such as this one. It could be Paris
today, Addis Ababa tomorrow, somewhere else the
day after: this is the future for the Defence Forces as
I see it as an organisation. This is where we can make
our big impact; particularly for senior NCOs and officers from senior captain upwards. We can only have
so many troops serving abroad at any one time and
while the junior officers and junior NCOs can serve

31/03/2008
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play the match yet. So I’ll leave my assessment to
next year.
As to the Defence Forces, I have been proud of my
organisation over the years. At one time last year we
had three armoured groups serving with three missions on three different continents and that was a
great source of pride to me as D COS Ops at the
time, but we have since moved up another level in our
overseas participation. Commencing in 2007 we took
over as Framework Nation in Kosovo and then, this
year, we participated in our first battle group, and
now we are providing the Operational Commander,
key OHQ staff, and the Deputy Force Commander of
the EUFOR Chad/CAR mission.
This mission is in a way indicative of the abilities
of the current Defence Forces, because in addition to
the key appointments mentioned we are also putting
in a highly accomplished unit as well as having our
special forces, the ARW, on the ground displaying
their interoperability with the best in Europe.■

Right:
A French officer briefs Lt Gen
Nash on his arrival in Chad.

with their troops and gain experience on the ground,
the big opportunities for the senior ranks will come in
headquarters such as this one.

Below:
The ARW have already deployed
to Chad and will be followed by
a 400-strong Irish contingent in
late April/early May.

An Cosantóir: What is the significance of
this mission for you and for the Defence Forces?
Lt Gen Nash: I’d rather leave myself out of
this at the moment. In hurling terms I’ve just picked
the team and got them to the match; we still have to
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A/Comp Connal Doyle

TRAINING

“The HRI is a
Introduction to the ATC Course
specialised, computer- A/Comop Connal Doyle
“I first heard about the Air Traffic Control course
based aptitude test
onboard LÉ Aisling from my C/PO who knew of my
that lasts approxiinterest in communications and my ambition to
improve my knowledge in this area. I was immediatemately two hours.
ly interested, and saw it as a challenge and an opporIt consisted of several tunity to improve my communications skills.
After sending in the appropriate forms to the Air
exercises set to
Corps, it wasn’t long before I was invited to attend a
ascertain the candiHRI aptitude testing, conducted at Baldonnel.
arrived along with another Naval Service colleague
date’s planning ability, Iand
once there we met personnel from all areas of
figural and verbal
the Defence Forces.
HRI is a specialised, computer-based aptireasoning, short-term tudeThe
test that lasts approximately two hours. It conmemory and spatial
sisted of several exercises set to ascertain the candidate’s planning ability, figural and verbal reasoning,
awareness.”
short-term memory and spatial awareness. It also
tests the candidate’s reaction time to following
directions while coping with distractions.
A few days later I reported for an interview in the
Air Corps College. I must admit, having passed the
HRI and being called up for interview I began to feel
a little nervous and started to worry about the questions that would be asked and what I would say.
However, a few minutes in, my nerves settled as the

The Air Traffic Controller’s Course requires
students with an aptitude and mental ability
to work in an at times intense, but ultimately
a rewarding career. Here the students of the
current ATC course outline
the different phases of
their training so far
and what their
expectations are
for the
future…

TAKING
Capt Neil Deegan keeps
a watchful eye via the
radar screen.

CONTROL
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interview turned out to be very fair. I was asked questions on aviation in general, about Casement
Aerodrome and myself.
Before the week was out I received a signal from
the Air Corps that I passed the HRI and the interview,
and I was invited to attend the 32 ATC course. I commenced training in November 2005, along with Pte
Sheridan, Tpr Walsh and Pte McIlroy.”

A/Comop Doyle joined the Naval Service in 2003 and
following training served onboard LÉ Aisling as a communications operative.

Flight Data
Assistant Rating
Pte Dave Sheridan
“The initial phase of our ATC training was for the
Flight Data Assistant (FDA) rating. This ran for about
eight weeks, and was taught through lectures and onthe-job training. It was a demanding rating that
requires foresight, initiative and a proactive attitude
to work.
FDAs are responsible for processing and disseminating information required for the smooth running of
air traffic services. They control vehicles and pedestrians on the airfield, including the crash rescue services in emergency situations; all this while also
assisting the Aerodrome Controller.
The lecture bloc ran for three weeks and during
the initial induction we were briefed on the general
overview of the aviation industry and introduced to
the air traffic services within a military aerodrome. All
our lectures comply with Eurocontrol guidelines for
common core content training and were given by
qualified ATC instructors. Subjects covered included
aviation law, navigation, theory of flight, communications, meteorology and aircraft general knowledge,
with a written test at the end. The duties of the Flight
Data Assistant were also outlined.
After successfully passing the written test, the onthe-job training commenced, consisting of working in
the FDA position under the guidance of an instructor.

We had to work up at least 40 hours
under instruction, broken into one- to
two-hour sessions. At the end of each
session we were critiqued about mistakes
and on areas for improvement.
When our instructor deemed we were good
enough we had to face the dreaded ‘checkout’ in front
of the licensing officer. This was our chance to put all
those hard hours and weeks of work to the test and
prove ourselves good enough to be rated as Flight
Data Assistants.
At last we received our FDA rating and had one
foot on the ladder. But this was just the start, as we
had to confirm the licensing officer’s faith in us with
an 18-month consolidation period, working on our
own and learning from our own mistakes. We soon
found out just how demanding the job really is without
the safety net of an instructor standing behind you
watching for mistakes; but we also realised how
rewarding the job is when you work through a busy
shift without making any.”

Students are
supervised in all
aspects of their
ATC training.

14
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Pte Sheridan (6th Inf Bn) joined the Defence Forces in
1994 and served in Cavan Bks. He is a qualified chef and
served overseas with 78 Inf Bn UNIFIL.
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TRAINING

Aerodrome
Control Training
Pte Gary McIlroy
“In June 2007 our course began Phase One of
Aerodrome Control at the Astac Aviation College,
based in Shoreham Airport, 8kms from Brighton on
the South Coast of England. Two of us were housed in
an apartment in Brighton, while the other two lived in
a house in Hove (just outside Brighton). Our mornings usually started around 0700hrs, with our first lectures at 0815hrs and the day finishing at 1600hrs.
The college had a number of other courses on at
the same time, with students coming from Africa and
Dubai, as well as other Irish students from the regional airports. Our instructor, Stewart Wright, was a
fountain of knowledge and was always able to supply
us an answer to any question we had for him due to
his vast experience in the Air Traffic Control industry.
The college had excellent facilities and a friendly
staff who used state-of-the-art Smart Boards for
their Power Point lectures. On breaks between lectures we had access to the Internet and use of the
students’ rec room with table tennis, pool and TV. We
all became excellent table tennis players and a tournament organised between the students and the staff
resulted in an all Air Corps final!

We soon found out just how
demanding the job really is
without the safety net of an
instructor standing behind
you watching for mistakes;
but we also realised how
rewarding the job is when
you work through a busy
shift without making any.

The course itself was very intense with
What the Future
five weeks of lectures covering meteorol- Holds
ogy, air traffic management, navigation, Tpr Conor Walsh
“Now that we’ve returned from England we must
aircraft performance, communications
achieve an Aerodrome Instrument (ADI) rating, which
equipment and human factors.
once achieved will qualify us to begin our on-the-job

The lectures were interesting and they explained
the nature of the job and the aviation industry very
well. There were exams on each subject, as well as
progress exams, so study time in the evenings was
essential to keep on top of things and achieve the
required 70% pass mark in all of the exams.
Pte Dave Sheridan
In Brighton we had all the amenities of a large city
and getting around was easy due to an excellent
transportation system. There was a wide range of
activities available in the area, such as tennis courts,
kayaking, windsurfing, basketball and volleyball
courts, where we could unwind after a long day.
After passing all the exams we moved into the
simulator phase. Despite this only being an introductory module without the pressure of an exam at the
end, we still felt obliged to perform well. We started
off with five hours’ simulation as an Aerodrome
Controller, followed by another five hours as a
Procedural Radar Controller, whose job is based on
charts and reporting points without a radar screen.
Finally we did five hours as a Radar Controller, who
controls aircraft with the assistance of radar.
The importance of correct strip marking and the
implementation of correct separation procedures for
aircraft, all of which we had learned in the weeks
beforehand, were also put into practice. This was a
very enjoyable part of the course and made all the
hard work during the lecture phase very worthwhile.
After the eight weeks we received our certificates,
having passed the ab initio phase of the ATC course.
These certificates qualify for our student ATC licenses and begin training as Air Traffic Controllers back
in Casement Aerodrome.”

Pte McIlroy (12 Inf Bn) joined the Defence Forces in
2004 and served with his unit in Sarsfield Bks before
Pte Gary McElory applying for the ATC course

training in the control tower in Baldonnel with a qualified instructor. The ADI rating will involve six weeks of
lectures followed by another five weeks of simulation.
Subjects covered in Phase One will be built upon and
applied to the specific make-up of military airspace.
During training we can expect to have several
progress and final exams on the various subjects, all
of which will require a minimum pass mark of 70%.
While it will be an intensive period, it will also be
very exciting as it means that we are a step closer to
finally talking to our first ‘live’ aircraft when we begin
our on-the-job training in early 2008.
We expect our course to have completed the necessary hours by the summer when we hope our
instructors will recommend our solo ‘checkout’, which
will be the ‘moment of truth’. The licensing officer will
sit-in with us for one or two sessions and assess if
we are competent to control aircraft on our own, thus
qualifying for an endorsement as an Aerodrome
Controller.

Those of us who achieve the Aerodrome
Controller rating will be promoted to acting
corporal (paid) with immediate effect, and
will receive ‘Tech 3’ allowance.
However, our training will by no means over at that
point, as we must still complete a radar course, which,
if successful, will entitle us to ‘Tech 6’ pay.”■

Tpr Walsh (1 Arm Cav Sqn) joined the Defence Forces
in 2004, serving one year with his unit before applying
for the ATC course.
See March’s Connect for details on the next ATC course.
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he first half of the 21st century is set to mark a
new age for the Defence Forces’ Cavalry Corps.
Recent procurements have seen the introduction
of the hi-tech Mowag Combat Reconnaissance
Vehicle (CRV) and the Mowag Medium-Range
Reconnaissance Vehicle (MRV), and selection boards
are currently looking at a Fire Support Vehicle (FSV)
and a Light Tactical Vehicle (LTV). Combined with the
latest surveillance equipment the Cavalry Corps can
now send back real-time information from beyond the
forward edge of the battlefield.
In the Defence Forces cavalry units are primarily a
light reconnaissance asset, specialising in ISTAR
(intelligence surveillance, target acquisition, and
reconnaissance). Now, with specialist equipment such
as AMSTAR, thermal imaging and laser range-finders, mounted and dismounted detachments can have
eyes on the ground at all times, gathering information
about the conduct of an enemy or potential enemy. The
brigade commander can then compile the information
and make a decision based on the precise and accurate detailed information received.
The Cavalry Corps has honed its skills in recce,
mobility and firepower by utilising a new generation of
technology, the likes of which they have never used

T

before. For example, whereas handles were previously
used to turn weapons onto targets the new remote
weapons stations (RWS) are all controlled by computer.
Introducing the new technology and its attendant
equipment and systems means running countless conversion courses for drivers, crew, and fitters.
The mobility, flexibility, good communications and
firepower provided by cavalry assets have long made
the squadron or troop overseas the lead element in
escorts, mobile patrols, CPRs, RCPs, VCPs, and roadblocks, and in providing assistance in current operations and small-scale searches. The introduction of the
latest generation in technology has enhanced the
Corps’ peace-support capabilities even further.
The Cavalry Corps will be receiving a total of 15
CRVs and MRVs. At any one time it is envisaged that
half of this complement will be deployed overseas with
the rest retained by 1 Armoured Sqn.
Members of the Corps will still train on the Panhard
fleet, both technically and tactically, and will then
undergo courses on the CRV and the MRV and utilise
these vehicles as they prepare for deployment overseas.
The Scorpion CRV(T) is still serving with 1
Armoured Sqn. These tracked, armoured reconnaissance vehicles are still a vital asset to the Corps, as

In this feature Wesley Bourke
spoke to officers from the
Director of Combat Support’s
Office to assess the role
played by the Defence Forces’
cavalry assets on the
modern battlefield…

EYES ON TH
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they can traverse very difficult terrain. At the moment
the Corps has one of its Scorpions on a pilot upgrade
project.
The Corps has faced challenges in its structure
over recent years and is composed currently of three
tiers: PDF units; RDF integration personnel; and the
RDF cavalry units. The task of RDF integration has
been given to 1, 2 and 4 Cav Sqns and there are currently 18 Reserve personnel on the integration
scheme. There is also an RDF instructor being integrated into the Cav Sch. The integration is still in the
pilot stage and is taking longer then originally envisaged, mainly because it takes a number of years to
train-up a trooper, given all the driving and weapons
courses they need to complete, in addition to CIS and
Recce courses. As an example, a gunnery instructor’s
course for a full-time soldier takes nine weeks. So,
bringing a part-time Reservist up to the same standard will, understandably, take considerably longer.
Other challenges facing the Corps were the movement of 54 Res Cav Sqn from Castlebar to Longford
and the establishment of a troop from 31 Res Cav Sqn
in Cork.
At a Corps concentration last summer vehicles
operated with mixed crews of RDF and PDF personnel. It was an interesting exercise and while the
Reservists did learn a lot some problems were encountered through the differing levels of training and the
fact that the RDF only use the Panhard AML 90.
Despite the aforementioned problems, which are
little more than teething problems in the integration
process, all courses in the Cavalry Corps are the same
for both PDF and RDF personnel. Whether it is
basic recce, gunnery, or driving you will find
Reserve personnel on the same course as regular troopers and the officers of the Directorate
of Combat Support that I spoke to assured
me that “the commitment of the
RDF’s Cav personnel is second
to none.” On several occasions Reservists have
taken four or five weeks
off work so they can

do a course. Not everyone can do this, nor are they
expected to, and that is the reason that the courses
are constructed on modules so that Reserve personnel do not have to take large amounts of time off.
The Cavalry Corps may be relatively small but it is
evident that it has a high degree of esprit de corps
throughout, and includes some of the most robust and
highly skilled units in the Defence Forces.■
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he 4th Infantry Group were the only Irish continThis article, from our August
gent to serve their full term in Paphos District.
1966 issue, was reprinted from
Our predecessors, the 3rd Infantry Group relucleft the flesh-pots of Larnaca to do their
the AFV newsletter of the Cavalry termtantly
in Paphos, while our successors, the 42nd
Club. It recounts the activities of Battalion, having endured the hardships of Morphou
for a few months, willingly withdrew to finish their
the Armoured Car Group of the
tour there. Now, the British have taken over what we
4th Infantry Group, who patrolled regarded as an Irish stronghold on the Western
seaboard of Cyprus. It took some time after we
the towns and villages of Cyprus. arrived to accustom the inhabitants to the fact that
we were Irish not Swedes or British. Towards the
Fresh from their duties in the
end of our stay the welcoming cry of what sounded
Congo, the Irish Army deployed to like “Irlande” from small boys invariably greeted
Panhards as they whined their way through
the small Mediterranean island to the
the villages. We felt that we had arrived. We like
keep the peace between its war- to think that nowadays the Irish are missed in
Paphos.
ring Greek and Turkish Cypriots
inhabitants. The Irish troopers
Rain, Cold and
tackled the dirt tracks of the
“Bad Going”
Cypriot countryside flying the
What has Paphos to offer? Like the rest of Cyprus,
blue flag in their newly-purchiefly rain and cold nights from December to March!
chased, French-built Panhard
Our Irish climate does not prepare one for the almost
continuous downpour of these months. Of course, the
armoured cars .
Cypriots love it. It is the lifeblood of the land. They

T

50 YEARS OF
PEACEKEEPING

An Irish UN armoured patrol
stop in the town of Zyyi.
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husband every drop and put it to good use through
marvels of makeshifts irrigation. They even make
water run uphill! At night the temperature drops
sharply.

Now is the time to huddle over the small
paraffin heater in the dimly lit tent, listen to
the rising wind and pattering rain and
wonder would the old canvas last out ‘til
morning. One remembers the remark of a
certain officer, when things were likewise
rough in the Congo: “And to think that we
volunteered for this.”
Ask anyone his first impressions of Cyprus and he
will probably mention the appalling roads in the hilly
districts. Paphos had the worst of these bad roads.
Our friends who served in Morphou may disagree but
we hold to our belief. Tricky surfaces, subsidences,
acute and almost continuous hairpin bends, unprotected margins and deep precipices, combined with
fast and aggressive local drivers, all add
up to a driver’s nightmare and the passengers’
state of nervous breakdown.

ANHARDS IN

HOS

CASEY (Mil COL)

There is a true story of an infantry cook in our
Camp. He slept all the way to Nicosia on the outward
journey to Paphos. He hadn’t travelled outside the
Camp subsequently until one Sunday he was persuaded to go on a educational tour to Famagusta,
some four hours’ journey away. Local buses driven by
Cypriot drivers were always chartered for these trips.
Having returned from the tour and planted his feet
firmly and safely on the cookhouse floor, our friend
remarked to the Officer IC: “Sir, I will not travel again
in a vehicle in this country until it is time to go home,
and I can assure you, I won’t be awake when I’m making the return journey.”
The boys in the Panhards came, saw and conquered these conditions. Training went on apace and
the high-pitched whine of the Panhards and the clank,
clank as they rounded a corner, became familiar
sounds in the Paphos area.

OVERSEAS
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Swimming and
Patrolling in the Sun
When the sun came it came to stay. Week by week it
grew in intensity until in July when we would sometimes look back with regret for just a little of the cool
rains of winter. The Mediterranean was our haven.
Swimming became the order of the day during the
peak heat periods. Even those pale, ungainly bodies
never before exposed in Dollymount or Bray were now
somewhat revoltingly displayed on the hot sands of
Coral Bay near Paphos. Not so far away on the playgrounds of Southern Italy and France the millionaires
were paying through the nose for somewhat the same
thing.
The Armoured Car Group were fortunate in that
their mission required the patrolling of the whole of the
Paphos district and in visiting the villages in the district about once a fortnight. There were over a hundred
villages, Greek and Turk, to be visited so that a patrol
would call at five or six each day. Patrols were popular.
We pitied the PBI at their monotonous beats and lonely posts while the Cavalry were free as the air
patrolling up into the cool hills to spread the message
of peace.

Patrol commanders had to be well versed in
UN instructions and policies. Greek and
Turkish Cypriots like nothing better that to
discuss politics; and their own brand of
politics at that. There was always at least
one English speaker in each village – usually
the schoolteacher who was often the local
political leader as distinct from the muktar
or village headman.
There are no differences in features or dress, as far
as we could judge, between Greek and Turk. The villages also look the same, except that the Turkish one
usually has a mosque while the Greek one has a
church. Where there was neither, the patrol commander had to make sure he knew which it was
before entering it. To make the wrong sort of opening
gambit in a village would be a major faux pas. The
Cypriots are surprisingly well acquainted with
AN COSANTÓIR
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Right:
Tpr James Hayles (left) and
Tpr Tom Burke (right) pictured with two Danish soldiers, a British Sergeant
Major and an unknown officer during a changing of the
guard at HQ UNFICYP. All
photographs courtesy of Sgt
Hayles (Retd).

recent Irish history. They know about such leaders
as Pearse, Connolly and de Valera. The Turks are
fond of comparing our struggle for independence
with theirs and indeed there is a similarity, especially in regard to partition.
If he is not careful the unwary patrol commander
may find himself talked into a situation of sympathising with the Turkish struggle because it
resembles ours. And, of course, in the UN one
must be impartial.

Romantic Cyprus
Sgt James ‘Gus’ Hayles
(Retd) served six times overseas. Once with ONUC in
the Congo and five times
with UNFICYP.

Darkness falls quickly and soon, so early evening
finds the patrol heading back to base. The winding
road now runs downhill towards the
Mediterranean, past villages with names like
Ayios Ioannis, Plano Platres, Yeroskipos; past
ruins and monuments of every bygone civilisation
– now, indeed, little appreciated by returning
patrol whose thoughts are rather on whether
there will be rabbit stew or chicken for dinner.
Tinkling bells on sheep and goats announce the
village woman as, with face averted, she leads her
flocks home for the night. The oxen are unyoked
from the wooden plough. The village priest, with
long white beard, jogs along astride his donkey
while his wife and children follow meekly on foot.

Home at last past Aphrodite’s Rock near
which the poets say the lovely goddess of
antiquity rose from the waves. The poets are
not alone in this. Some of our soldiers,
returning from a night in Lismassol, swear
they saw her too!

Turkish Coffee
Every village has at least one coffee shop. Here the
men (no women) foregather to drink Turkish coffee, to
gossip, to argue and drink more coffee. Although the
Cypriots are a hardworking people the coffee shops
never seem to be empty. This is where the patrol commander must call in order to meet the village leaders.
He is always offered coffee. To refuse would be tantamount to a slight to the villagers’ hospitality and a
poor beginning to amicable discussion. So, the patrol
commander with good grace adds another cup to the
four or five already swilling about in his stomach.
Turkish coffee is an acquired taste; it is a black,
strong brew served in small cups filled with grains.
No beverage for the ulcerous!

The Tiger’s Claw
Bitterness and strife are very near the surface in
Cyprus. The UN soldier lives in a state of tension.
Hardly a week went by in Paphos when a little spark
of trouble did not occur which could so easily start a
long scale conflagration.

A dispute over water or grazing rights, a few
shots fired at random in a village – these
were sufficient to lend to major unrest.
The Panhards proved their worth in these situations.
Their excellent wireless communication back to base
was invaluable. The Cavalrymen were known and
accepted in the villages. The villagers were prepared
to talk to them first, rather than shoot. In addition, a
little show of force by the armoured cars was a help in
cooling hot tempers.■
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he Arts For Peace Foundation was founded in
2004 by Elizabeth Garrahy with the central aim of
providing therapeutic recreation programmes in
Ireland, through arts and various other activities,
for children from areas of conflict, both from Ireland
and abroad.
These programmes, often in residential respite,
facilitate therapy and enable children to rediscover
self- esteem, confidence, and expression. It also
encourages interaction between participants, sharing
their diverse cultural experiences and making friends.
The foundation’s faculty of childcare practitioners
and psychologists utilise a therapeutic education
process called ‘therapeutic recreation’; an allied
health profession governed by the American
Therapeutic Recreation Association, of which the
foundation is the Irish Chapter affiliate organisation.
Parallel themes of the Arts For Peace programme
also include peace education and intercultural relations. The foundation president, former
Commissioner Richard Burke, has played an integral
part in its setup, using his experience as former president of the Canon Foundation in Japan.
Elizabeth Garrahy herself comes from a theatrical
background and has trained at the Gaiety School of
Acting and the Roy Hart Centre for Voice and Drama
Studio, London, and is a former Bank of Ireland
Millennium Scholar and a winner of Arts Council’s
Peter Howitt Director’s Award.
In the aftermath of September 11th 2001, Elizabeth
established the foundation because she felt that
Ireland had something unique to offer the world in
terms of its neutrality, its experience of conflict resolution and post-conflict reconstruction, and its peacekeeping history.
Last year, Elizabeth won an award from Social
Entrepreneurs Ireland for her work in setting up the
foundation. This award recognises individuals and
organisations that provide positive entrepreneurial
contributions to the social fabric of Ireland.

T

The foundation’s new headquarters, which is currently under renovation, will be located at Durrow
Abbey, Co Offaly. Over the past three years it has
established partnerships with other international
childcare organisations like Right To Play, Seeds of
Peace, UNESCO Ray of Hope and through the foundation’s role as a founding member of Eurochild, the
European Commission Forum for Child Welfare.
Through these partnerships the foundation identifies
children who will best benefit from the Arts for Peace
programme in Ireland.
In October 2007, the foundation commenced its
inaugural international programme, which was sponsored by Aer Rianta, International Middle East, and
the European Commission through the auspices of
Leargas and Etihad Airways. With Durrow Abbey
unavailable, the Department of Defence, through the
support of the Minister for Defence Willie O’Dea TD
and the Secretary General Michael Howard, kindly
agreed to host the first programme in the Defence
Forces Training Centre.
Ten children from Gaza and the West Bank in
Palestine and ten children from Moyross, Limerick
City (five girls and five boys in each group) participated in two weeks of arts and activities with international professors, childcare facilitators and Defence
Forces instructors. The foundation identified the children through its partner NGOs in Gaza and the West
Bank and through the Home School’s Office in
Moyross.
The Defence Forces, in particular Maj Gen Dave
Ashe (D COS Sp; then GOC DFTC), myself (EO
DFTC) and Comdt Kieran Reid (HQ DFTC) co-ordinated the sporting activities (swimming, horse care,
orienteering and treasure hunt, obstacle courses and
a helicopter trip) and the logistical support. Prof
Marjorie Malkin (Programme Evaluater) and the
programme facilitators had full use of the DFTC
facilities.
The arts activities involved: horse riding (James

Col John Courtney (EO DFTC)
gives the background to the
Arts for Peace Foundation and
how Palestinian children from
Gaza and the West Bank and
Irish children from Moyross,
in Limerick City, came together
last October in the Curragh
Camp for the experience
of a lifetime…

Arts for Pea
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Richard Burke, Wilie O’Dea and
John Hume with the some of
the kids in the DFTC.

Peace

Shaw); filmmaking and film drama (Prof Mathew
Trustman); voice, expression and singing (Kaya
Anderson); movement and dance (Prof Beatrice
Allegranti); leisure games and goal directed play
(Prof Marjorie Malkin); drumming (Rory Adams);
presentation, communication skills, story telling and
tableaux (Elizabeth Garrahy), and trust games and
cultural awareness classes (group facilitation)
Apart from the arts and sporting activities, the
participants attend a tree-planting ceremony at
Durrow Abbey and visited the Dublin Horse Show,
Dublin Zoo and the National Museum of Ireland
During the equestrian element of the programme
Minister Willie O’Dea TD, Lt Gen Dermot Earley
(Chief of Staff) along with foundation patron John
Hume and President Richard Burke got an opportunity to visit the children in the Curragh Camp.
Thanks for the success of the horse riding element
of the programme are due to former international
show jumper Comdt Martin Nolan (retd) and DFTC
equine staff, Cpls Bernie McSweeney, Linda Bernie
and Linda McNamee.
The Defence Forces instructors and staff were
extraordinary in their kindness and support of the
children from Palestine and Moyross, making them
feel completely at home, so they could truly avail of
the programme activities. In particular, the children
were amazed by the helicopter trip.
Through An Cosantóir Elizabeth Garrahy would like
to thank the Department of Defence and in particular
the DFTC instructors and staff for going beyond the
call of duty in helping the foundation to create the
best possible programme for the children.■
AN COSANTÓIR
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ver the last number of years cavalry units around
the country have been receiving equipment and
training designed to bring them straight onto the
modern battlefield. Combat reconnaissance vehicles (CRVs), remote weapons stations (RWS), the
AMSTAR surveillance package, and close target
reconnaissance (CRT) have now given cavalry troopers increased protection, precision firepower, eyeson-target and invisible tactics.
With a troop serving with UNIFIL in Lebanon at the
time of our visit to Cathal Brugha Bks, the remaining
members of 2 Cav were enthusiastically training for a
unit exercise that would put their new skills to the test.
“I’m not long in the unit,” 2 Cav’s OC, Capt
Jonathan Mills told me, “and I was pleasantly surprised to see that it manages to marry the ceremonial
role of Escort of Honour with the operational side and
the members of the unit are keen for both. It is a very

O

On the ground you’ll never
see them but their stealthy
manoeuvres and surveillance skills
ensure commanders know where
the enemy is at all times. Back
home they put on white helmets
and ride their blue motorbikes in
escorts of honour. These are the
troopers of 2 Cavalry Squadron.
Wesley Bourke reports…

young unit in age profile, as you have seen, and our
junior NCOs are excellent: they seem to be the driving force in 2 Cav.”
Cav units in the Defence Forces are considered a
light-armoured recce asset, operating far from the
frontline, conducting close and medium recce.
Whether dismounted or in a CRV, stealth is the key.
Their primary mission is in the area of ISTAR
(Intelligence, Surveillance, Target Acquisition,
Reconnaissance). They can’t afford to be seen and if
contact with the enemy is made they have to ‘shoot
and scoot’ as their main job is to bring back whatever
information they have gathered.
“Close recce involves operating up to 10km from
the battleline,” explained Lt James Sharkey. “The two
main things involved in close recce are establishing
observation posts (OPs) and carrying out Close
Target Reconnaissance (CTR). In an OP you have to
completely camouflage an area well enough to survive a walk-past by the enemy, and stay there without
being noticed for up to a week.
“By using the AMSTAR surveillance equipment
you have eyes on the enemy at all times. In a CTR
operation a detachment is inserted at night and you
recce right up onto the enemy position to gather
information about enemy strength and equipment,
what their state of dress is, how their security works,
their routine, and any other information that will help
the brigade commander to build an accurate picture.”
Medium recce can take troopers and their vehicles
up to 80km from the front lines. They are after the
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same information as in a close recce but in the medium recce the troopers do not dismount. Instead, they
build a hide around their CRV that also has to be able
to survive a walk-past, or fly-past, by the enemy.
While I can understand how it might be possible to
make a small vehicle like an AML invisible, I questioned how that would be possible with a Mowag.
“Once you know what you’re doing it just takes a
bit of time,” Lt Sharkey told me. “You have to use
foliage available in the area to make it blend in. We’ve
done it on exercises before and have survived both
walk- and fly-pasts.”
Over recent years cav units have seen several
changes both in terms of equipment, roles and structure. “There is a lot of new equipment coming online,
“says Sqn Sgt Keith Caffery. “Troopers are now using
the AMSTAR surveillance package, which has
increased our recce capabilities tremendously. Of
course then there is the CRV; up till now cav units
have been using the Panhard AML 90s and 20s, and
even though their engines have been upgraded, and
they have improved communications and fire directional systems, they are still getting old. The cav variants of the Mowag bring in a new generation of equipment into the squadrons. They carry surveillance
equipment, CBRN protection and detection equipment, and RWS; it’s real cutting edge.”
It isn’t until you sit down and add up all the different courses a trooper has to do until you realise just
how tough being in the cav really is. It is not as simple
as one man one job; everyone has to be able to fill

every position. New
members in a cav unit
firstly have to do a
Dispatch Riders (DR)
course. Then they
have to complete a
driver’s course in
modules one, two and
three, which brings
them up to truck standard. Then there is the
AML course; which
allows them to move
onto larger armoured
vehicles. Then it’s
onto a Mowag course.
All of this only
means a trooper can
now drive any of the cavalry vehicles, but that’s only
half the story. Then comes the courses on the armament and equipment the vehicles carry. There is a
separate gunnery course for the AML 90 and 20, the
CRV can have 12.7mm or a 40mm grenade launcher
fitted to a Remote Weapons Station.
Once this is all done there is still the AMSTAR
course to do and the Basic Recce Course. “If we ran
every course a cav member has to do back-to-back it
would take two full years,” said Sqn Sgt Caffrey.
“This obviously isn’t possible with operational
requirements. To keep cohesion in the unit we have
half training on the armour and the other half of the

UNIT PROFILE
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Above: Cpl Aidan Smith.
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unit training on the dismounted recce role: when each
is compete they swap around.”
Every operational PDF unit is now twinned with an
RDF unit and 2 Cav is twinned with 62 Res Cav Sqn,
which is the only Reserve cavalry unit in 2 E Bde. For 2
Cav this means that as well as their four troops they
will now have an additional integrated Reserve troop
and at present there are four Reserve personnel serving with the troop. “The quality of personnel we are
getting is good,” Sqn Sgt Caffrey assured me.
However, we are encountering problems when it
comes to availability. You have to remember these
reservists are giving up their free time, but it’s difficult
to run a course over several weekends instead of four
weeks straight, for example. We’ve come up against
issues such as someone not being able to turn up for
a course because they are doing exams. This is the
nature of integration but, personally, I think it will be
hard to fill a full troop.”
Of course nothing can move unless the fitters keep
it moving. Maintenance of 2 Cav’s fleet is the responsibility of the technicians attached to 2 LSB. Due to the
sheer quantity of bikes in 2 Cav, Cathal Brugha has
the best bike shop in the Defence Forces.
I spoke to Cpl Aidan Smith as he worked on one of
the bikes in for maintenance. “This is the Kawasaki JE
550. These are used by CIS but they are going to be
phased out and replaced by the Bandit, which the MPs
use. The Escort of Honour (EoH) bikes are the Honda
Livil 650; we have 40 of these. There is only routine
maintenance to be done on the EoH bikes as they
don’t do much mileage and the presidential blue is
always shining.”
For anyone who’s into bikes these are impressive
machines and the fitters keep them in immaculate
condition. However, the off-road bikes and the
Panhards are another matter. “The off-road bikes get
damaged all the time and the Panhards are the same,”
Sgt Paul Goldrick explained. “The Panhards are getting old, so you get leaks and seals going. We have six
of them here at the moment but we only do third-line
maintenance on them; after that we send them down
to the Logs Base Workshops.”
As members of 2 Cav mounted their new CRVs
and headed south for Operation ‘Carlyle’ you could

March 2008

sense an air of confidence
in the troopers. “I think
the next twelve months
will be positive for 2 Cav,”
remarked Capt Mills.
“Having so many people
trained up on all the new
equipment means we
would be the lead cav unit
in any deployment overseas.”
If you really want to do
it all, you could do a lot
worse than join the
Cavalry Corps and
become one of the
Defence Forces’ “Super
Troopers”. ■

Since this article was written, Capt Mills is currently
on his Jr C&S Coures, Lt
Sharkey is forming up for
Chad and Sqn Sgt Caffery
is serving overseas in
Afganistan with ISAF.
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1 Grn MP Coy 1977

MP Det Gov Bldg 2005 todate

2 Grn MP Coy 1974-77

2 Grn MP Coy 1977-2007

2 MP Coy 2007 to date

3 Grn MP Coy late-70s

4 Grn MP Coy late-70s

Depot MPC 1980

Garrison Military Police Companies
The Garrison Military Police companies where the permanent
element of the MP Corps. In 1972, 2 Grn MP Coy was the first
PDF MP unit to introduce a flash, followed by the remainder
from the mid-70s onwards.
With the ongoing restructuring within the Defence Forces,
the ‘Garrison’ title and designated number have been
dropped. The permanent MP companies are now known as
Military Police Company, 1 Southern Brigade (MP Coy 1 S

Bde), and the same format for 2 Eastern and 4 Western
Brigades
In 2007 three new MP Coy flashes were introduced. Of the
three, MP Coy, 2 E Bde, could cause some confusion, because
it is an exact copy of that worn by 2 Fd MP Coy FCÁ (pre-2005).
For more on DF badges, log onto:
www.irishmilitaryinsignia.com.

MILITARY INSIGNIA
By Flt Sgt James G Perkins
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This month, in
our continuing
series written on
behalf of The
Military Heritage
of Ireland Trust
Ltd, in which visitors to the military exhibition at
the National
Museum, Collins
Barracks, Dublin,
give their views
on their
favourite exhibit,
Lt Col (retd) DWF
Twigg MBE JP
talks about the
interactive rifle
exhibit.
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he military galleries of the National Museum of
Ireland in Collins Barracks, Dublin, constitute the
premier and most comprehensive display of military artefacts to be seen anywhere on the island
of Ireland today. This permanent exhibition, entitled
Soldiers and Chiefs, tells the fascinating story of the
Irish soldier from the time of the Flight of the Wild
Geese in the 16th century up to the latest UN deployments. The exhibition centres on three themes: Irish
soldiers at home, Irish soldiers abroad, and Irish soldiers in the 20th century.
The position of the 14 Irish regiments of the
British Army is closely studied, as also are the 19th
century wars in which they were involved (the
Peninsula War, the Crimean War and the South
African Wars), and there is a large section recording
the service and sacrifice of Irish soldiers during the
horrors of the Great War from 1914-1918.
Throughout the exhibition great use is made of the
latest display techniques and a wide range of handson displays. One of the most impressive of these is
the interactive rifle exhibit, which gives the visitor the
unique opportunity to hold and handle real, though
deactivated, weapons.
In the 19th century the type of weapon carried by
the soldier determined how he trained and fought,
and throughout this period each change in weapon
technology improved the accuracy and rate of fire,
allowing for fewer soldiers to be deployed on the battlefield. The Museum has over 400 rifles and muskets
in the collection, but it was decided that an interactive exhibit would better explain the different kinds of
rifles carried by Irish soldiers in the British Army.
Three weapons commonly used by the British Army
in the 19th century are used in the exhibit.
The first of these is the flintlock-firing ‘Brown

T

Bess’ musket, which could fire a low-velocity musket
ball every 30 seconds with an effective range of 100
metres. Secondly the Martini Henry rifle, which could
fire one round every five seconds and was effective
up to 500 metres. This was of .45-inch calibre, had
good stopping power and could be used in wet weather. The third weapon is the .303 Lee-Mitford rifle,
which had a 10-round magazine and a range of up to
1,500 metres. A well-trained soldier could fire one
round every three seconds, provided he kept rounds in
the magazine. These were the most innovative
weapons of the 19th century and each represented a
significant advance in weapon technology.
Much thought was given as to how these weapons
could be displayed and handled safely by members of
the public, many of whom have little or no experience
in handling such weapons. The three weapons are
built onto a special frame that enables the visitor to
hold and feel the weight of the weapon. As the visitor
picks up the weapon he or she triggers a short video
teaching a recruit to load, shoulder and fire that particular weapon. The same format is used for each of
the three weapons, but highlighting the different
capabilities of each.
In order to complete the realism the ‘instructor‘, in
each case an NCO from the Connaught Rangers, is
dressed in the appropriate uniform of the period.
Beside the display are blocks of soap into which
the different weapons have been fired to show the
injuries capable of being inflicted on the human body.
This interactive weapon display is just one of a
most impressive range of exhibits in the military galleries in Collins Barracks. Other unique exhibits
include the Stokes Tapestry, a remnant of the Dillon
Flag, a huge 12-pounder cannon used in the 18th century, and much else dealing with later campaigns.■
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50t h Annua l Com m em ora t ion
A Com p a ny 3 6 t h In f B n O N U C D ec 1961-May 1962
Dear Editor
The above company served with United Nations Forces in the Congo during the
period December 1961 to May 1962. Following the hostilities of December, including the famous Battle of the Tunnel, 14 members were awarded Distinguished
Service Medals including two posthumously. As a result A Coy, 36 Bn became the
most decorated company in the history of the Defence Forces.
Over the years since, we have continued to remember our comrades – Lt Paddy
Riordan DSM, Sgt Paddy Mulcahy DSM, Cpl Mick Fallon, Pte Andy Wickham and
Cpl John Power – who died while serving with A Coy – and all our comrades who
have died over the years since. This annual commemoration, which is held every
December, consists of a Wreath Laying Ceremony at the United Nations Plot,
Glasnevin Cemetery, followed by Mass at the Garrison Church, Arbour Hill.
Gnr J (Bella) Farrell.
Many surviving members feel the 50th
Anniversary should be marked with a
reunion in December 2011. We are aware
that some members have died in the intervening years, however there are many who
have lost contact and we would appreciate
if you would consider our appeal for help in
contacting as many as possible, to ensure
the success of the reunion. Perhaps you
will give favourable consideration to
include our appeal in your most popular An
Cosantóir. It is felt it will come to the attention of relatives, friends, former colleagues
in addition to the administration personnel of the relevant parent units.

Trusting you will consider our appeal suitable for inclusion in An Cosantóir.
Yours Sincerely
Jim Clarke CQMS (Retd)

LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

5 Inf Bn
810239 Cpl F Dobbin
94390 Cpl A Dyer
810957 Cpl G Francis
810544 Cpl V Reilly
811282 Pte D Wilgar
810342 Cpl E Watters
811369 Pte J Smith
811266 Pte G Tighe
811208 Pte T Ward
809974 Pte J Buckley
805831 Pte (Sgt) P Crosbie
811312 Pte R Cullen
807941 Pte P Doherty
800252 Pte M Hoare
811308 Pte G Kelly
810550 Pte M Madden
811326 Pte A Mulready
811442 Pte P Murphy
803658 Pte W O’Brien
811523 Pte C Raleigh
810563 Pte A Redmond
811359 Pte A Russell
McKee Bks Coy
808422 Pte J Morrison
11Fd S&T Coy
807800 Pte P White

2 Inf Bn
804393 Cpl (Coy Sgt) B Corbally
810085 Pte D Casey
810891 Pte N Bradshaw
93004 Pte M Bolger
809645 Cpl J Mooney
801466 Cpl P Lucey
811365 Pte P Sheeran
811445 Pte J Rooney
811573 Pte C Lynch
803899 Cpl (Coy Sgt) P Mooney
811551 Pte W O’Shea
810736 Pte P McGuire SBH
809401 Pte P Robinson
2 Fd Arty Regt
804930 Gnr J (Bella) Farrell
810466 Gnr T Keating
809970 Gnr J McGinley
806223 Gnr W Deady
809937 Gnr J O’Sullivan
810437 Gnr M Searson
809482 Gnr (Sgt Maj) J Moore
1 Hosp Coy
810828 Pte M O’Neill

Rank and parent units shown as of 1962.
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2 Mtr Sqn
808516 Tpr P Murray
808571 Tpr M McMullen
811126 Tpr K Reilly
811620 Tpr M Sheridan
CTD E
811537 Pte R Cremers
810886 Pte M Murphy
21 Inf Bn
92157 Cpl G Rogers
D Sigs
807552 Sgmn J Armstrong
1 Fd Sigs Coy
810768 Sgmn J Cole
2 Fd Sigs Coy
89142 Sgmn J Logan
Air Corps - Gormanston
807719 Pte P Finn
8 Inf Bn
91178 Pte M Geraghty
2 Grn S&T Coy
95153 Pte J Kearns
Clancy Bks Coy
802950 Pte P O’Toole
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